4th of Augusti 1950 - Spinmachine
Elmia Fair in Jönköping, Sweden
1952 – The first heater

Tylös first produced heater was launched in 1952
1950 – New factory started to build
That factory today
1965 – Export business started
1969 – Great advertising campaign
1970 – Ready-made sauna room

Own production of Basturum

The first sauna complete with sauna unit

Costed below 500 Eur
1983 – Own manufacturing steam room
Heaters throughout the ages
Rebirth

Muscles relax. The mind wanders. How you entered will not be the same as how you leave.
Focus on wellness

"As the first choice of discerning buyers worldwide, we take an uncompromising approach to innovation, aesthetics and quality.”
A personal oasis is a reflection of the individual; its subtlety persistent, its promise unwavering, its innovation without compromise.
TyloHelio Group offers sauna and steam bath solutions in selected market segments through a number of strong brands.
Offering a wide range of experiences and sauna/steam environments, our commitment to quality and function is unrivaled in the business.
A range of durable and powerful professional heaters are designed for public saunas like Spas, Gyms and Hotels.
A complete home-spa

Well-earned luxury must be indulged every day. Pampering renews our strength; redistributes our priorities and gives us time to listen to ourselves.
Our product range captures the total experience:

- Electric sauna heaters
- Steam generators
- Wood-burning heaters
- Sauna rooms
- Tailor made sauna interiors
- Steam rooms
- Infrared rooms

Various types of sauna and steam bathing accessories.
Innovation is an important part of our offer. Intuitive fine tuning of the sauna/steam experience is as essential as the build quality of our products.
Sauna heaters

Uncompromising design
Wood burning heaters

Functional design
Sauna heaters

Visionary design

reddot design award
Sauna rooms

An innovative marriage of high quality materials.
Designer rooms

Form, function and attention to details.
Impression sauna rooms

Form, function and attention to details.
Steam baths

The ultimate getaway.
Soothing, nurturing and rejuvenating.
Strong focus on function and intuitive user interfaces.
Steam generators

Steam column: easy installation in your existing shower space.

Beyond the physical health and well-being: a daily opportunity for personal rebirth.
Infrared

A truly accessible and soothing infra session. The infrared heat gives a pleasant feeling of relaxation and wellbeing with very little preparation.
Dealer organization

With accountability and authority directly connected to the results

We operate through subsidiaries, and partners, which sell through a network of distributors in 89 countries.
World wide
Production & Development

Seattle, USA
Steam generators

Cokato, USA
Sauna rooms
IR-Room

Halmstad, Sweden
Sauna rooms
Steam rooms
Electric heaters
Steam generators
Accessories

Knüllwald, Germany
Sauna rooms

Hanko, Finland
Electric heaters
Wood burning heaters
Sauna interiors

Wuxi City, China
IR-Room

Chines Supplier
Segments on the world market are divided into 60% residential and 40% professional customers. The segments differ quite some countries have more steam type Asia Middle East but the segments residential and professional are the same.
Our success

Offering quality products that promote relaxation, enjoyment and bathing pleasure.

Each product bearing our name is designed, developed and manufactured within our own company in our own factory in Halmstad and Hanko.
Saunas making you better

Thank you!